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October 1 - October 7, 2021

To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information from Rama’s 
contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show up, in the form of 
more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to provide more insight on the 
subject being presented.

Find more info on those folks Rama talks to - who are there to keep us in the loop as well  – at   
https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts

2021-10-01 Friday The Poppy Lady; Natasha 

Rama: I received a text message from the Poppy Lady at 11:30 this morning. 

“Lord Rama, we are still picking up refugees and taking them to the Wesak Valley; they will be 
integrated into the Nameless Ones community. Please continue to hold Afghanistan in the Violet
Flame of St Germain.  

“The empire wants the lithium here in the soil of my country, along with many, many other 
minerals in her ground. Because they are worth trillions of dollars on the global market. 

“Place all this in the Circle of Support and Blaze the Violet Fire. Sat Nam. Namaste.” 

NOTE: I also received a text message from Lady Natasha after 2 pm this afternoon. 
She said to me: “Lord Rama, the case Greg Palast is exposing is regarding Mr 
Donziger who is a political prisoner, not unlike Julian Assange.”

Human rights lawyer sentenced to prison despite UN order to release him immediately

• by Greg Palast and Zach D. Roberts
• October 7, 2021

Human rights lawyer Steven Donziger has been sentenced to prison for 6 months 
— punishment for winning a $9 billion judgment against Chevron for destroying 
the Amazon with oil sludge — and literally killing Cofan indigenous people, 
Donziger’s clients.

https://youtu.be/-kJTznpkXsI 

Greg Palast, who investigated the oil poisoning in Ecuador for BBC, reports from 
the courthouse as Donziger is sentenced — despite an order to release Donziger 
by the United Nations Human Rights Commission judicial panel.

Amazon Watch, 60 Nobel Prize winners, the bar associations of a dozen nations, 
the UN, have all called for an end to this political prosecution. Extraordinarily, the 
US Justice Dept. would not prosecute Donziger, so the judge, a known right-wing 
zealot, hired a lawyer whose firm represented Chevron, to conduct the prosecution
— and denied Donziger a jury trial.

See full story at the end of the report.
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ac2615b8f5130fda4340fcb/t/61537ea231d36d4b49f955fe/1632861862416/2021-09-24-advance-un-human-rights-working-group-on-arbitrary-detention-letter.pdf
https://youtu.be/-kJTznpkXsI
https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts


2021-10- 04 Monday Mr X 

Rama: I received a call from Mr X today. It was 12:30 pm.  He said to me: “Greetings, Lord Rama. I 
have been on a journey. I have travelled to Alpha Centari (4.1 Light years from Earth) in the 
last few months, to meet with other galactic ambassadors about the planetary crisis on 
earth/Mother Gaia.”

Mr X continued: “We’ve got climate disruption, consciousness raising, and conflict going 
on. Right at the moment, the Pandora Papers open up Jeffrey Epsteins’s Black Book on 
the filthy rich. King Abdullah of Jordan is in the spotlight because he has bought 3 properties 
across the planet and, in doing so, has not paid one dime of tax. (Malibu, Washington, 
DC, and London) 

“Within these papers, it shows the vast wealth of the 1/16th of 1% - people like Warren Buffet, 
Bill Gates, Bill and Hillary Clinton, John Boehner (former Speaker of the House under Bush Jr), 
Bill Richardson, Bush Jr., Roger Stone, Steve Bannon, Paul Manafort, and the rest of the 
500,000 of these lifeforms who have violated cosmic law. Therefore, Galactic intervention is 
called for. 

“Place all of this in the Circle of Support: She Who Was Here Before The Gods Were Here, is 
here, NOW! I will be seeing you soon, Lord Rama! Enshallah. Namaste.”

2021-10-05 Tuesday  Sweet Angelique the Cat

   Rama: I received a text message from Sweet Angelique the Cat late this morning; it was 11:30 
am. She said to me: “Lord Rama, I am calling you from Marseilles, France. France is calling out 
the Vatican for the 100s and 100s of thousands of children buried in mass graves all over the 
world. [Tara: It was reported on RT to be more than 330,000 children murdered by the Vatican 
since 1950 - the most recent count.]

“Yet this practice of what is called The Obscene Rite: the ritual of killing babies, eating their 
flesh, and drinking their blood has been going on in many, many circles, yes -  in the political 
arena as well as in religious circles and everything else in between.

“It all goes WAY BACK to the time of Isis and Osiris as Kahotepe, a barbarian who lived in 
upper Siberia, was picked up by Isis and Osiris in their starship called The Sothis and taken 
with them to Egypt, where he was trained by them as a priest-scientist in the temples of Egypt.
He served Isis and Osiris for 600 years, until Isis and Osiris completed their mission there and 
took their leave back to Sirius B, their home.

“Kahotepe felt totally abandoned; he became very, very angry. He took to going out under the 
cover of night and, on one of those nights, he came across a shepherd boy guarding his flock of
sheep. He cut open the boy’s head, scooped out the pituitary and pineal glands and ate them. 

“This dark ritual goes on behind closed doors in the Vatican, as well as in secret meetings of the
Deep State – regularly! It has even taken place in the White House, numbers of times. This is 
why Mother comes: to end all killing as a way of life here on Planet Earth. . . and no nukes!

“Blaze the Violet Fire! Sat Nam! Namaste! Remember - we are the ones we have been waiting 
for!” 

2021-10-07 Thursday  His Holiness, the Dalai Lama; Professor Nicodemus 

Rama: I received a text message from His Holiness, the Dalai Lama today at noon. 

This text message was in the form of a 4 minute video. In the video, His Holiness was 
honouring Archbishop Desmond Tutu on his 90th birthday, today. Essentially, His Holiness’ 
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message was to continue to follow the path of peace, love and compassion, as the Buddha has 
taught us. 

Rama: All we are saying is ‘give peace a chance’. 

Next, I went to visit Professor Nicodemus today (Note: he is a 4’ tall rat who has the ability
to shape-shift into human form. As I visit him in the privacy of his own home, a huge storage 
unit the size of two boxcars long, he is in his rat form, and he had on a tee shirt and levis, just 
like me!)  Professor Nicadomus is also a quantum physicist who worked at Los Alamos Lab in 
the past. He said: 

“There are huge events going on in our solar system. This has to do with the area of space we 
are travelling through. There are highly charged particles of cosmic neutrinos coming into 
earth’s atmosphere. These neutrinos come from stars called pulsars and quazars, and they 
come from deep space. As they are beginning to arrive, we, as we tune in, can experience 
being lifted up, and these incoming energies are here to change matter and time. 

“Time is speeding up, as we can all see. This is about the Great Convergence that is happening 
now. Our sun, Sol, as well, is moving into a higher octave, and all the planets in our solar 
system are also experiencing this upliftment. 

“Stay in the Violet Flame; this is the most intense time as we go into the ending of Mercury 
Retrograde. May the Force be with you! Sat Nam! Namaste!”

* * * * * * * 

Copyright 2021, Rama Berkowitz and Tara Green 

If you repost, please maintain the integrity of this information by reprinting it in full and exactly as you find it
here, including the link to the original post, 

at https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/post/rama-s-white-knight-report-  october-7  -     2021  . 

Thank you. 
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https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/post/rama-s-white-knight-report-september-2-
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2021-08-09 Facing Prison for Fighting Chevron

Greg Palast <PalastReport@GregPalast.com> 

Rights Attorney Donziger Pays Price for Defending Indigenous in Ecuador Poisoned by Oil
by Greg Palast

Look at his face. Emergildo Criollo, Chief of the Cofan people of the Amazon in Ecuador. Determined, 
dignified, in war paint, bare-chested.

Cofan Chief Emergildo
Criollo, Ecuador

It was back in
2007, when I
found him in his
thatched stilt home
in the rain forest. Criollo told me his 5-year-old son had jumped into a swimming hole, covered with an
enticing shine. The shine was oil sludge, illegally dumped. His son came up vomiting blood, then 
dropped dead in the Chief’s arms.

I followed him to the courthouse in the dusty roustabout town of Lago Agrio (Bitter Lake) where, with a
sheaf of papers, Criollo sought justice for his son.

Behind Criollo, the court clerks, in their white shirts and ties,
were giggling and grinning at each other, nodding toward this
“indio” painted up and half naked, thinking he can file a suit
against a giant. A giant named Chevron.

In 2011, they stopped laughing. That’s when an Ecuadorian
court ordered Chevron to pay Criollo and other indigenous co-
plaintiffs $9.5 billion. The courts found that Chevron’s Texaco
operation had illegally dumped 16 billion gallons of deadly oil
waste.

What the gigglers didn’t know is that the Chief had a secret
weapon: Steven Donziger, a US attorney, classmate of Barack
Obama at Harvard law, who gave up everything—literally
everything—to take on Criollo’s case.

It’s been a decade, and Chevron still hasn’t paid a dime. But Donziger has paid big time: For the last 
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two years, he’s been under house arrest, longer than any American in history never convicted of a 
crime.

But weeks ago, he was convicted of contempt by a judge who denied him a jury. (The Constitution? 
Faggedaboudit.) And on October 1, this contemptible judge will sentence Donziger, and could put him 
behind bars.

Who was the prosecutor? Not the US government, but Chevron’s law firm. The first-ever criminal prosecution 
by a US corporation.

Say what?

I can’t make this up.

Chevron set out to destroy Donziger, to make an example of a human rights lawyer that dares take on the 
petroleum pirates.

They filed suits against Donziger and the Cofan and found a former tobacco industry lawyer judge Lewis Kaplan
to find Donziger in contempt for refusing to turn over his cell phone and computer to Chevron—an 
unprecedented attack on attorney-client privilege. To give Chevron the names of indigenous activists in South 
America can be a death sentence.

When Donziger said he’d appeal, the judge charged him with criminal contempt—that’s simply unprecedented. 
But a far more dangerous precedent was set. When federal prosecutors in New York laughed off and rejected 
Kaplan’s demand that they charge Donziger, the judge appointed Chevron’s lawyers, Gibson Dunn & Crutcher, 
to act as the prosecutors!

So far, 60 Nobel Laureates, several US Senators and Congresspeople, and a Who’s Who of human rights 
groups have publicly registered their horror at this new corporate prosecution. (Note: Gibson Dunn represented
me. Never again. I’ve taken the trash to the curb.)

Chevron also went after journalists, in one case, filing a complaint against the BBC Television reporter that 
broke the story that Chevron had destroyed key evidence in the case. I was that reporter—and survived with 
my job after a year of hearings. But Chevron’s prosecution did a damn good job of scaring off other journalists.

Some were scared off; some bought off. PBS News Hour wouldn’t touch the death-by-oil story. The official chief
sponsor of the PBS News Hour? Chevron.

Here’s the story, broadcast by BBC  [. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1FIXwtfvBs]  and, in the US, 
by Democracy Now!, the story you won’t find on the Petroleum Broadcast System

Palast with oil sludge on stick, Ecuador
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1FIXwtfvBs
https://gregpalast.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=33e4ec877eed6a43863a4a92e&id=4b2215013d&e=2883383442


I’ve gone way out of my way to get ChevronTexaco’s side of the story. I finally chased them down in 
Ecuador’s capital, Quito. I showed them a study of the epidemic of childhood leukemia centered on 
where their company dumped oil sludge. Here’s their reply: 

“And it’s the only case of cancer in the world? How many cases of children with cancer do you have in 
the States?”

Texaco’s lawyer, Rodrigo Perez, was chuckling and snorting. 

“Scientifically, nobody has proved that crude causes cancer.”

OK, then. But what about the epidemiological study about children with cancer in the Amazon traced to
hydrocarbons?

The parents of the dead kids, he said, would have some big hurdles in court: “If there is somebody 
with cancer there, they must prove it is caused by crude or by the petroleum industry. And, second, 
they have to prove that it is OUR crude.”

Perez leaned over with a huge grin. 

“Which is absolutely impossible.”

He grinned even harder.

Maybe some guy eating monkeys in the jungle can’t prove it. And maybe that’s because the evidence 
of oil dumping was destroyed.

Deliberately, by Chevron.

I passed the ChevronTexaco legal duo a document from their files labeled “Personal y confidential.” 
They read in silence. They stayed silent quite a while. Jaime Varela, Chevron’s lawyer, was wearing his 
tan golf pants and white shoes, an open shirt and bespoke blue blazer. He had a blow-dried bouffant 
hairdo much favored by the ruling elite of Latin America and skin whiter than mine, a color also favored
by the elite.

Jaime had been grinning too. He read the memo. He stopped grinning. The key part says, 

“Todos los informes previos deben ser sacados de las oficinas principales y las del campo, y ser 
destruidos.”

“. . . Reports . . . are to be removed from the division and field offices and be destroyed.” It came from
the company boss in the States, “R. C. Shields, Presidente de la Junta.”

Removed and destroyed. That smells an awful lot like an order to destroy evidence, which in this case 
means evidence of abandoned pits of deadly drilling residue. Destroying evidence that is part of a court
action constitutes fraud.

In the United States, that would be a crime, a jail-time crime. OK, gents, you want to tell me about this
document?

“Can we have a copy of this?” Varela asked me, pretending he’d never seen it before in his life. I’ll 
pretend with them, if that gets me information.

“Sure. You’ve never seen this?” 

The ritual of innocence continued as they asked a secretary to make copies. “We’re sure there’s an 
explanation,” Varela said. I’m sure there is. “We’ll get back to you as soon as we find out what it is.”
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I’m still waiting. 

* * * * * * * * * 

Our heartfelt thanks to all who support these News Updates in staying free

and available to all!  Your support means more than we can say. 

To donate to support this work, go here. 

Thank you so much.
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